Abstract: Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of ω-(4'-methylbiphenyl-4-yl)ethanethiol (CH 3 (C 6 H 4 ) 2 (CH 2 ) 2 SH, BP2) prepared at different temperatures on Au(111) substrates were investigated using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). Also, the effect of the incubation time of the gold substrate in the thiol solution was examined. The STM results showed that samples prepared at room temperature were significantly different from those prepared at elevated temperatures in their surface morphology, space group and size of unit cell. The micrographs of samples prepared at higher temperatures revealed a pronounced and progressive increase in the size of the wellknown etch-pits at the expense of their density with increasing preparation temperature (but the increase did not continue for SAMs prepared at 348 K). The average domain size was found to increase significantly with increasing preparation temperature. In addition, polymorphism was observed in BP2 SAMs at all investigated temperatures. This study has demonstrated that solution temperature and incubation time are key factors controlling the two-dimensional SAM structure of BP2 molecules.
Introduction
The study of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) has attracted very widespread interest, due to their potential for a large array of applications in different fields such as electronic devices [1] [2] [3] chemical sensors [4, 5] , corrosion protection [6] , lithography [5, 7] , or biocompatible coatings [8] . The most commonly studied SAM system is organothiols on gold surfaces due to their ease of preparation, their good stability even in air, the absence of significant gold oxidation under ambient conditions, and the extremely high degree of ordering present at the Au(111)-S interface. Recently, SAMs of aromatic thiols have been the focus of concentrated interest as they provide an interesting alternative to alkane-based thiol SAMs . Increasing interest in these systems can be attributed to the physical and chemical properties of aromatic thiols. First, they have an azimuthally anisotropic structure, which drives the molecules to an ordered alignment through π-π stacking. The intermolecular interactions are stronger than those of alkanethiols, leading to different molecular packing structures. Second, they have higher electrical conductance than alkanethiols [35, 36] because the electrons are delocalized in the benzene rings than localized in the alkane chains. Finally, it is easier to attach different functional groups to the opposite end in the molecular structure of the aromatic thiols in a SAM. Consequently, aromatic thiols have been considered as candidates for a number of applications including molecular wires [37] and electron-transfer [5] promoters for electroanalytical sensors.
For molecular electronic applications it is an important issue to achieve fabrication and control of the two-dimensional structures of aromatic thiol SAMs down to the length scale of molecular dimensions. Several SAM properties are seriously dependent on details of the SAM structure at this scale. This is clearly emphasized in previous studies [38, 39] , where molecular orientation, intermolecular interactions, head-group substrate bonding, and SAM defects such as etch-pits were found to have affected the electronic properties of the SAM. Accordingly, it is crucial to achieve a better understanding of the structure and stability of various phases at room and elevated temperatures. Previous studies have shown that ordered SAMs on Au(111) are the result of the intermolecular interactions between the adsorbates within the SAM and the sulfur-Au interaction. Unlike alkanethiol-based SAMs, whose structure is largely independent of the chain length, the structure and the ordering mechanism of aromatic SAMs is more complicated. A conspicuous example of this complexity is found in SAMs generated from biphenyl derivatives BPn (CH 3 (C 6 H 4 ) 2 (CH 2 ) n SH) [32, 40] and terphenyl derivatives TPn ((C 6 H 4 ) 3 (CH 2 ) n SH) [23] . These films were found to exhibit a pronounced alternation in both molecular packing and orientation with changing the parameter n from odd to even. Moreover, such a distinct dependence on the number of -CH 2 units affects a number of film properties including electrochemical stability [41] , stability toward exchange by other thiols [42] , and electron irradiation [43] . The structure formed by the odd-numbered SAMs was found to be (2√3×√3)R30° structure. In contrast, the evennumbered SAMs were described by a much larger (5√3×3) structure with an area per molecule larger by about 25% compared to n=odd (32) . However, these structures are not the only structures observed for aromatic thiols on Au(111). For example, a striped (7×√3) phase for 2-phenylmercaptan [33] and striped (15×√3) and (2×√3) structures for benzylmercaptan [34] were recently observed on Au(111). Recently the SAMs formed from ω-(4΄-methylbiphenyl-4-yl)ethanethiol (CH 3 (C 6 H 4 ) 2 (CH 2 ) 2 SH), BP2 have been studied [44] . At low temperature, the (5√3×3) structure was observed [40, 44] . Upon annealing, a phase transition from the low temperature (5√3×3) structure, common to all SAMs prepared from the n=even homologues in the above series of BPn, to a new (2√3×2) structure was observed. In another study [45] , two new structures with rectangular (4×6√3) lattices have been identified for BP2 SAMs on Au(111) [45] . It is obvious that there are some discrepancies between the previous studies concerning the structures formed by BP2 molecules on Au(111).
Indeed, there are very large questions still open to debate, about the mechanistic details of the chemisorption process of aromatic thiols on Au(111) such as the structure of the Au(111)-S interface. Nevertheless, the overall result is the breaking of the -S-H bond to form a thiolate species chemically bound to the gold substrate.
There is general agreement that the 24 hour immersion period of the gold substrate into the thiol solution allows the molecular film to assemble into the final crystalline type solid phase, and in this process the physisorbed and chemisorbed contaminants are desorbed from the surface into solution. These uncertainties and apparent contradictions about the BP2-adlayer, raise several questions in relation to the effects of incubation time and of the temperature of the thiol solution during the adsorption process.
The purpose of the present paper is to present a relationship between the molecular arrangement of the BP2 adsorbates and the preparation conditions such as temperature and incubation times. SAMs of BP2 prepared at different temperatures for different immersion times were examined using STM. This study shows that BP2 molecules adsorb spontaneously on the Au(111) surface to form different structural phases that coexist on Au(111).
Experimental Section

Chemicals
BP2 was synthesized and purified using previously described procedures [40] . Ethanol (Baker), acetone (Baker), and chloroform (Baker) were used as received.
Sample Preparation
Substrates
For the STM investigations, first a freshly cleaved sheet of mica was heated to 370°C for about 48 h inside the evaporation apparatus to remove residual water contained between the mica sheets. Subsequently, 100 nm of Au were deposited at a substrate temperature of 370°C and a pressure of approximately 10 -7 mbar. After deposition, the substrates were allowed to cool, and the vacuum chamber was vented with purified nitrogen (99.99%). Between substrate preparation and SAM formation, the substrates were stored in an argon atmosphere. Immediately before the SAM preparation, the substrates were flame-annealed using a butaneoxygen flame. This procedure yielded Au substrates with well-defined terraces exhibiting a (111)-oriented surface. The terraces are separated by steps of monatomic height and have sizes in excess of 100 nm.
Preparation of the BP2 SAMs
BP2 monolayers on Au(111) substrates were prepared by immersing the gold substrates into dilute ethanolic solutions (100 μM) of the thiols for different periods (see text) at different temperatures of thiol-solution (see text). The substrate was removed from the solution and rinsed carefully with pure ethanol, acetone, chloroform and again ethanol. Finally the substrates were dried in a stream of dry nitrogen.
Structural Investigations
STM data were obtained using a commercial Nanoscope IIIa Multimode microscope (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA) equipped with a type "E" scanner. The tips were prepared by cutting a Pt/Ir (80:20, Chempur) wire mechanically. All STM micrographs were recorded in air at room temperature in constant-current mode.
Results
SAMs Prepared at RT
Short-Immersion Time
Figs. 1a-d show constant-current STM images recorded for an Au(111)-substrate, which has been immersed for 2 h in 100 μM solution of BP2 in ethanol at room temperature. The STM image displayed in Fig. 1a reveals several Au terraces that are separated by monoatomic gold steps. Within the terraces, numerous etch-pits (depressions) with diameters of 2-7 nm and a depth corresponding to that of monatomic steps on Au(111) (2.4 Å) are observed. Fig. 1b shows that the etch-pits are not randomly distributed on gold surface; rather, they are arranged in a regularly spaced fashion. The inset shown in Fig. 1b exhibits a small area taken from the STM image displayed in Fig. 1b . Along the lines A and B (labeled in the inset), the etch-pits are separated by distances of 13±2 and 7±1 nm, respectively.
In addition to the etch-pits, many dark patches are observed within the terraces (see the black circles in Fig.1c) . The depth of these dark patches was determined from several STM images to be 0.5-1 Å. This value is much less than the height of monoatomic gold (2.4 Å), which is characteristic for the depth of the etch-pits. Consequently, these dark-patches cannot be identified as regions where gold atoms are missing in the first layer of the gold surface. Similar dark patches have been recently observed on BP2 modified gold surface (16) . The patches have been attributed to a substantial lattice mismatch between the ideal structure for BP2 adsorbate adlayers and the underlying gold substrate. Higher resolution images such as are shown in Figs. 1d and f reveal that the dark patches are not devoid of BP2 molecules. On the contrary, they are filled with molecules having almost the same molecular arrangement as that found in their neighbourhood (see the region confined by the black line in Figs. 1d and f) . Zooming in onto one of the dark-patches (see Fig. 1f ), shows clearly that the organothiolate adlayer within the dark patches is laterally displaced (expands or shrinks) relative to the structure in the surrounding neighbourhood (see molecules numbered 1-4) by about 0.5 Å. This slight difference between the adlayer structures inside and outside the dark patches is attributed to a mismatch between the adsorbate and the underlying substrate. To guide the eyes of the reader, etch-pits and dark patches are marked in Fig. 1c with white squares and black circles, respectively. Fig. 1c and d, show images of the BP2 layer on Au(111) at molecular resolution. We observed that BP2-SAMs generated on Au(111) after two hours of immersion actually have two distinct mixed phases (α and β, hereafter). In Fig. 1c , the α-phase with rod-like domains has a rectangular structure. The length of the rod-like ordered domains ranged from a few nanometers to approximately 25 nm. The second phase is the β-phase with a rectangular unit cell. The length of the β-phase domains is between 5 to 15 nm. In Fig. 1c , the region confined by a dashed loop shows the β-phase. The rest of the image shows the α-phase. In Fig. 1c , the arrows show two rotational orientations of α-phase domains separated from each other by about 120°.
A molecular resolution image showing α-phase is displayed in Fig. 1e . For α-phase, the measured lattice constants are a=25±1 Å and b=8.6±0.5 Å and the angle between the lattice vectors is 90±2°. A possible model structure is (5√3×3) structure (a=5√3a Au , where a Au =2.89 Å). High-resolution STM images for this phase reveal the presence of eight molecules in each unit cell, yielding an area of 27.05 Å 2 per molecule. A variation in the height of the adsorbed molecules within the (5√3×3) unit cell is observed. A model representing the (5√3×3) structure is displayed in Fig. 1f . The variation in topographic heights of the adsorbed molecules can be attributed to the adoption of different sulfur adsorption sites on Au(111). The α-phase is well-known from our previous studies of BPn SAMs, and is characteristic of BPn systems with an even number of CH 2 units prepared from solutions at room temperature or a little higher [32, 40] 
Long-Immersion Times
Figs. 2a-d show constant-current STM images recorded for an Au(111)-substrate, which has been immersed for 24 h in 100 μM solution of BP2 in ethanol at room temperature. In Fig. 2a , the surface morphology of BP2-SAMs after 24 h of immersion looks similar to that observed for n-alkanethiols SAMs on Au(111) regarding the size, shape and depth (2.4 Å) of the etch-pits. The STM images shown in Figs. 2b and c show that the formation of the BP2 films after 24 h of immersion at RT is accompanied by the appearance of small islands having diameter of about 1-3 nm. These small and stationary bump-like features are 2.5 Å in height and randomly scattered over the surface. They are probably formed from gold-thiolate species that have peeled off and been pushed up from the film, and have then diffused to the nearest step-edge where they grow. The size of these islands indicates that each island is composed of only 1-5 thiolate species. The presence of these diffused species gives good information about the stability of the respective phases in the SAMs. The molecular arrangement within these SAMs is expected to be in growing process, which finally leads to a stable energetically preferred structure. The small islands are marked in the STM image by white circles.
An additional idiosyncratic feature of the SAM morphology is the presence of cloud-like features. Some of these features are indicated within black circles on the micrographs. Their height was measured at about 0.5 Å. In Fig. 2d , one can clearly see that these features are only sets of BP2 molecules rising slightly above their neighbors in topographical height. The clear inference is that molecules forming these features are using higher S-atom adsorption sites on the gold surface. From Fig. 2d , the height of the molecules within the cloud-like features is equal to the height of the adsorbate molecules located at the edges of the (5√3×3) unit cell of α-phase. Intermolecular distances within the cloud-like features are mostly not constant; these cloud-like features can therefore be identified as disorder regions. The presence of these features made it difficult for us to differentiate between the different phases coexisting in BP2-SAMs formed after one day of immersion period. The previous two α and β-phases could hardly be discerned in some of the STM images. The size of the ordered domains of both phases is small and does not exceed a few unit cells, as shown in Figs. 2c and d. We would like to point out that α-phase is the predominant one under these preparation conditions.
When the immersion time was increased to three days under the same conditions of temperature and concentration, no dramatic changes were observed: neither on the surface morphology at large-scale nor on the equilibrium structure at molecular-scale. Representative STM images confirming these observations are shown in Figs. 2e and f. Again, the (5√3×3) and (2√3×3) structures were resolved with predominance for the (5√3×3) structure.
SAMs Prepared at Elevated Temperatures
Short-and Long-Immersion Times at 333 K
Samples prepared at 333 K (not shown) exhibited surface morphologies and film structures identical with those prepared at RT at all immersion periods. The α-and β-phases have been observed at different immersion times.
Short -Immersion Time at 343 K
Figs. 3a-f show constant current STM images recorded for an Au(111)-substrate, which has been immersed for 2 h in 100 μM solution of BP2 in ethanol at 343 K. In the large-scale images displayed in Figs. 3a and b, the STM micrographs show, in addition to the etch-pits, a large number of accidentally disseminated cracks. These cracks disconnect ordered domains. The depth of the cracks is about 1.5 Å. The numerical abundance of the etch-pits is very low but their size is large (about 50 nm in some cases). In a higher resolution image of a BP2 SAM (Fig. 3c) , the cracks and the pits are clearly shown. In addition to the cracks and etch-pits, the micrograph features rows of missing molecules, indicated by a white arrow. In addition to the BP2-film defects, the SAM is characterized by the presence of the small islands (previously described in section 3.1.2) which have height of 2.4 Å (see Figs. 4a and b) . Nearby, small pits having approximately the same size as the small-islands have also been observed. Some of these elevated-features and pits are indicated in the STM images by white and black circles, respectively.
The surface in Fig. 3c consists of ordered-rows with three-directional domain orientations, as indicated by the arrows on the image. In most cases, the angles between the domains are 60° or 120°, implying that the domain orientations were strongly affected by the hexagonal lattice of the Au(111) substrate. These ordered domains have an average size of 40-80 nm. Within the complexity already incorporated in such a three-directional structure it may seem difficult to discern whether there are different phases coexisting with each other. Actually, in some regions such as those marked by A and B, the ordered domains are separated from each other by an angle of 14±2°, strongly suggesting the presence of two different phases coexisting in the monolayer. Fig. 3d shows an expanded and higher-resolution image exhibiting both phases. Zoomed-in views showing the regions A and B are shown in Figs. 3e and f, respectively. The structural details of these phases observed in the regions A and B are displayed in Fig. 4 . Firstly, we will discuss the molecular arrangement found in region B. The cross-sectional profiles in Fig. 4b taken along the lines A and B corresponding to the unit cell in Fig. 4a , show the periodicities of the BP2 molecules in the SAMs. The distance between the neighboring brighter spots (molecules) along the lines A and B amounts to 10±0.6 Å and 09±0.4 Å, respectively. The lattice constants for the rectangular unit cell extracted from the STM image in Fig. 4a are a = 10±0.6 Å and b = 09±0.4 Å, α=90±5°. Since the unit cell is rectangular, this structure of BP2 SAMs can be assigned as the (2√3×3) superstructure. Along the line B that is running along the substrate <211> direction, every second molecule has the same topographic height. Since the unit cell consists of four molecules, the real density for the adsorbed molecule was calculated to be 21.6 Å 2 per molecule. On the basis of STM observation, we propose in Fig. 4c a schematic structural model for this phase. In this model, we propose that the topographically higher molecules preferentially sat on the sites located between the on top-bridge sites of the Au(111), whereas molecules with lower topographic heights are adsorbed on the bridge sites of Au(111). This structure is similar to the structure of β-phase observed at RT, the only difference is that at RT the molecule located in the center of the unit cell does not have the same topographic height as those located on the edges of the unit cell, although, the unit cell has the same dimensions and same molecular-area in both cases. We expect the two structures to be identical. It is possible that lack of resolution for SAMs prepared at RT has led to inaccuracy in our determination of topographical heights of the adsorbed molecules. Therefore, hereafter, we will refer to the phase observed in region B as β-phase.
The details of the molecular organization of BP2 on Au(111) in the domains observed in region A are revealed in the higher-resolution STM displayed in Fig. 4d A possible molecular ordering in a simple model of (5√3×4) structure is shown in Fig. 4f . In this model, the height modulation between the adsorbed molecules observed in the STM images is assumed to arise from the use of multiple adsorption sites by sulfur atoms on Au(111). The brighter molecules in the STM image are assumed to adsorb on on-top sites of the underlying Au(111) substrate, while darker molecules are proposed to adsorb on the bridge and hcp-hollow sites.
Long-Immersion Times at 343 K
The STM data which were recorded for samples of BP2 monolayer on Au(111) prepared from ethanolic solution at 343 K with immersion time of 3 days are summarized in Fig. 5 . Data acquired at larger scale are presented in Fig. 5a . The image clearly shows at a glance the existence of cracks and etch-pits similar to those previously observed is the size of the pits has not been affected No structural changes were observed as a result of increasing the immersion time from 2 h to 3 days at 343 K. Two ordered phases, β-and γ-phases, are again observed to coexist in the SAMs (see Figs. 5e-f). As before, both phases are stable, occupy similar sample areas, and have constant sizes and shapes over time.
Short-Immersion Time at 348 K
Interestingly, immersion of gold substrate into ethanolic solution of BP2 at 348 K results in surface morphology of the SAMs significantly different to that observed for samples prepared at RT and at 343 K (see Figs. 6a-c) . In contrast to our expectation of a smooth surface devoid of any SAM defects such as etch-pits or cracks, triangular etch-pits are observed to cover the most gold substrate. The size of the triangular etch-pits ranges from 2-5 nm. This size is comparable to that observed for n-alkanethiols or aromatic thiols at RT. Figs. 6b and c are covered by large-elevated islands, rising about 0.5 Å above the neighbouring regions. Their size varies from 5-150 nm. Some of these islands are marked in the STM images by the lined loops. Figs. 6b-d clearly show ordered domain covering these islands. Hereafter, this phase of molecular arrangement will be given the name δ-phase. In the other regions of the STM images, differently ordered domains with different directions are observed to co-exist. In some cases, ordered domains corresponding to the α-phase were observed as in Figs. 6d and e. In Fig. 6e , short ordered domains (marked by white loops) of α-phase are present as bright-rods of molecules separating dark-rows. In some cases, the bright-rods are randomly overlapped (see the arrows in Fig. 6e ) with each other.
Small parts of the STM images presented in
For a detailed analysis of the δ-phase structure, we turn to the high-resolution images displayed in Figs. 6f-h and Fig. 7a . The first characteristic aspect of this structure is the appearance of densely packed rows of molecules, which vary in STM contrast. Fig. 7b shows cross-sectional height profiles along the lines A, B, and C labeled in (a). Along the line A, there are pairs of molecules with the same topographic height. The nearest neighbor brighter molecules spacing is 8.65 Å, which is three times the substrate lattice constant. Therefore, the molecular array along the line A ran in the [110], i.e., nearest-neighbor (NN), direction of the Au(111) surface. Along the lines B and C, every sixth molecule has the same topographic height (i.e., five different variations in contrast for the adsorbate organic thiol BP2 molecules). The intensity of the contrast along the line B appears lower than that observed along the line C, as can be seen in Fig. 7b . The distance between the brighter molecules in the first row and the corresponding one in the second row is 35 Å, which is seven times the √3a h distance. Therefore, the straight arrays of the molecules along the lines B and C are perpendicular to the atomic rows and parallel to the √3 direction, such as [121] . The adstructure of BP2 exhibits a rectangular primitive unit cell with dimensions of 8.65 × 35 Å. The unit cell, which contains twelve molecules, can be described as (7√3×3) structure. Thus, the area occupied by a single molecule amounts to 25.25 Å 2 . In Fig. 7c , we propose a schematic model showing the (7√3×3) structure.
In addition to the (7√3×3) structure observed in δ-phase, the (5√3×3) structure (α-phase) is observed as mentioned above. The STM image displayed in Fig. 7d and the cross-sectional profiles shown in Fig. 7e summarize this structure. A model representing this structure is shown in Fig. 7f . The (5√3×3) and (7√3×3) structures will be compared in the discussion section.
Long-Immersion Times at 348 K
Astonishingly, increasing the immersion time to 3 days at 348 K results in dramatic changes to the surface morphology of the resulting final structures. Data acquired at larger scale are presented in Fig. 8a . Compared to SAMs prepared after short immersion period (2 h), the density of the vacancy islands increased significantly and their size remains within the range 2-5 nm. Under these preparation conditions, at least three different phases could be differentiated, namely, α-phase, ε-phase , and a new phase (hereafter Φ-phase). All these phases can be seen together in the STM presented in Fig. 8b . As can be seen α-phase forms only a small portion of the surface, whereas, ε-phase and Φ-phase cover almost equal large areas of the SAM. Figs. 8c and f show Φ-phase with domains on three equivalent high-symmetry directions. The domains have an average size of 10-60 nm. This phase is characterized by the presence of the previously described cloud-like features. The high density of these disordered areas made it very difficult to determine the exact structure of the Φ-phase.
The STM images which are displayed in Figs. 8d, e and g show the ε-phase. The height profiles along the lines A and B (see Fig. 8g ) reveal that there is not just a single value for the distance between the molecules along the line B but a single value is measured for the long axis of the unit cell along the line A. In the line scan labeled B, which runs along the <110> direction, the intermolecular distances varied between 5 Å and 6.5 Å, with an average equal to 5.75 Å. Along the line labeled A, along the <112> direction, the intermolecular distance is equal to 20 Å. Therefore, the average distances between molecules along the <110> and <211> directions amount to 5.8±0.8 and 20±0.7 Å, respectively. The bases of ε-phase structure can, thus, be described as a rectangular (4√3×2) lattice. The unit cell consists of four molecules; therefore, the area per molecule equals 28.9 Å 2 . A schematic model showing the ε-phase structure is presented in Fig. 8i . 
Discussion
In this work, the effects of the preparation temperature on BP2 film were studied at four different temperatures, namely 298, 333, 343, and 348 K. At all preparation temperatures our STM results indicated the presence of highly ordered monolayers. The STM images recorded at room and elevated temperatures revealed significant differences in the surface morphologies and in the shape or in the size of the unit cell. One of the features common to all SAMs at different temperatures is the etch-pits appearing as dark islands in the STM images. As previously explained [46] , these etch-pits are vacancy islands in the topmost layer of the gold surface formed via a corrosion process during thiol adsorption.
Comparison of the SAMs prepared at RT with those formed at elevated temperatures reveals a pronounced dependence of the size and shape of the etch-pits on the preparation temperature. The average domain size was also found to depend significantly on the preparation temperature. With the exception of SAMs prepared at 348 K, our results revealed a pronounced increase in size and a corresponding decrease in the numerical abundance of the etch-pits with increasing preparation temperature, due to the Ostwald ripening process [23, 32, 40] . The average domain size also increases to a large extent with increasing preparation temperature. At RT and at 333 K domains exhibited sizes in the range 5-25 nm and 5-40 nm (not shown), respectively, whereas, domains of size 150-200 nm were formed at elevated temperatures (343 K). In the SAMs prepared at 348 K, results differed markedly from our expectations. In particular, etch pits were abundantly present where we had expected only a few. The size and density of the etch-pits for SAMs prepared at 348 K were found to be similar to those observed for thiols on Au (111) In this case, we assumed that the three phases are covering equal portions of the BP2-SAM. At 343 and 298 K, the average molecular areas were calculated, under the same assumption, to be 24.08 and 24.3 Å 2 , respectively. The most densely packed phases are these observed for samples prepared at temperatures less than 343 K. In previous studies [40, 44] , it has been reported that annealing the SAMs at elevated temperatures or preparation the SAMs from hot solutions causes phase transition(s) to new phase(s) with a lower packing density. Comparison of our data for SAMs prepared at 348 K with those prepared at lower temperatures is in clear agreement with this previously reported trend.
The effect of the immersion time on the resulting BP2-SAMs was also examined in this work. Three different immersion times were taken at each temperature; short (2 h) and long (1 day and 3 days). Our results showed that increasing the immersion time does not significantly affect the size of the etch-pits, size of the domains, or even the molecular packing density of the molecules (except for SAMs prepared at 348 K). The SAMs prepared at RT with short immersion periods exhibited a regular arrangement of the etch-pits with separation distances of 13±2 and 7±1 nm. The period of fcc-bridgehcp-bridge-fcc is 6.3 nm and 6.3 nm×2/√3=7.3 nm with 120° bending on the herringbone turns, which is equal to the spacing of the etch-pits within a row. In addition, the periodicity of the zig-zag herringbone turns in the ideal monodomain has been reported to be 7.3×14 nm [47, 48] , so that our STM images strongly suggest that the etch-pits sites are located at the herringbone corners of the Au(111)-22×√3 surface reconstruction.
For samples prepared at RT at all immersion times, two stable phases have been observed, namely, α-and β-phases with (5√3×3) and (2√3×3) structures, respectively. The α-phase has been also observed for samples prepared at 333 K at low and high immersion times and at 348 K after short immersion time (2 h). The samples prepared at 343 K exhibited the β-phase at all immersion times. In all cases, α-phase was found to coexist with an additional phase(s). In this phase, the rows of molecules forming the short lattice of the (5√3×3) unit cell run along the <110> direction and those forming the long lattice (5√3) run along the <211> direction. By considering the van der Waals dimensions of the molecule (a cross-sectional area of 21.1 Å 2 for the phenyl rings) and the area per molecule (27.05 Å 2 ) in the (5√3×3), the biphenyl axes should be tilted away from the surface normal. The tilt angle of the biphenyl axis in the α-phase is estimated as arcos (21.1/27.05)= 38.7° from the surface normal. BP2 showed evidence of different heights of the molecules within a unit cell. Although the accurate number of molecules appearing at different heights depends rather on the tunneling conditions, we observed, as discussed in detail in earlier publications [32] , at least four different heights within a unit cell. Significant differences in height between the different molecules in the unit cell are attributed to different conductivities of the molecules resulting from different S-atom adsorption sites. A structural model for this phase is shown in Fig. 7f . The same structure was observed for TPn, n=even [23] and BPn, n = even systems [32, 40] at 298 K and 343 K. Here we point out that in [40] , the SAMs of BP2 were prepared at RT, and then annealed at 343 K, whereas the SAMs in this work were directly prepared from hot solution at 343 K. This difference in the procedure of sample preparation can account for the absence of the (5√3×3) structure in our results for samples prepared at 343 K.
β-phase with the structure (2√3×3) was also observed in SAMs prepared at 343 K at all immersion times. In this phase, the 2√3-based lattice is found to run along <211>, while the short lattice of the unit cell (3) runs along the <110> direction. The high resolution images showing this phase reveal the presence of four molecules per unit cell, corresponding to an area per molecule of 21.6 Å 2 . Compared to the 27.05 Å 2 for (5√3×3) phase, this corresponds to a 25.2% higher packing density. Three different heights for different molecules have been observed per unit cell. As in (5√3×3) structure, this difference in the heights was attributed to the different adsorption sites of S-atom and to the herringbone-like arrangement of the phenyl planes. The tilt angle of the molecules is estimated to be 12.5° with respect to the surface normal. A schematic model showing the (2√3×3) structure is shown in Fig. 4c .
In addition to the β-phase, a new phase (γ-phase) was observed for SAMs prepared at 343 K after short and long immersion times. The γ-phase has a rectangular unit cell with (5√3×4) structure. The unit cell consists of twelve molecules corresponding to an area per molecule of 24.06 Å 2 . On the basis of the vdW dimensions of the BP2 molecules, a tilt angle of 28.4° is estimated. A structural model for this phase is shown in Fig. 4f . In this structure, the short and long lattices of the unit cell are aligned along the <110> and <211> directions, respectively. When comparing the (2√3×3) and (5√3×4) structures, we find that in the (2√3×3) structure, every second row of molecules running along the <211> direction shows the same height in the STM images, while in the (5√3×4) structure, every sixth molecule along the substrate <211> direction has the same topographical height.
In the (5√3×4) structure, the distance between the bright features along the <211> direction is about 25 Å, compared with a distance of 10 Å in the (2√3×3) structure. Moreover, the distance between nearest bright features along <110> directions in the (5√3×4) and (2√3×3) structures are 11.56 and 8.6 Å, respectively. This implies that the two structures are almost identical apart from some expansion in the short and long lattices of the (5√3×4) structure. The β-and γ-phases have not previously been reported for the BP2-Au(111) system. Two different phases were observed for the SAMs prepared at 348 K after short immersion times. The previously observed α-phase and a new phase labeled in the STM images by δ-phase. In the δ-phase a (7√3×3) structure was observed, which has not previously been reported. The unit cell of this structure contains twelve molecules, with its molecules occupying an area of 25.25 Å 2 per molecule. In this structure, at least five different heights for the adsorbates were resolved per unit cell. The tilt angle of the molecules from the surface normal in the δ -phase is estimated to be 33.3°. On the basis of the STM results, we propose a schematic model explaining the (7√3×3) structure. The model is presented in Fig. 7c . In this model, the phenyl planes are orientated in a herringbone fashion along the [121] direction of the gold surface. The five different variations in contrast of the twelve molecules comprising the unit cell have been attributed to different adsorption sites of the sulfur headgroups on the Au(111) surface such as triple-hcp hollow, fcc, bridge, near-top, and top sites. When comparing the (5√3×3) structure with the (7√3×3) one, we find that they share some structural features: specifically that every second row of molecules running along the <110> direction shows the same height in the STM images. For both structures, the distance between equivalent rows of molecules amounts to about 8.67 Å. In addition, for (5√3×3) structure every fourth row of molecules oriented parallel to the <112> direction exhibits the same height. The corresponding unit cell length amounts to 25 Å along the <112> direction, corresponding to an intermolecular distance of 6.25 Å, which is significantly larger than the value 5 Å. In the (7√3×3) structure, every sixth molecules along the <112> direction exhibits the same height. The unit cell length along this direction amounts 35 Å. This value matches an intermolecular distance of 5.8 Å. Compared to the (5√3×3) structure, the unit cell of the (7√3×3) structure is expanded along the <112> direction (from 25 to 35 Å) and the spacing of the molecules along this direction is decreased slightly from 6.25 to 5.8 Å. This decreased spacing is associated with a length increase of the unit cell to 7√3 from 5√3 .
For samples prepared at 348 K after long immersion times (3day), three different phases are observed α-, ε-, and Φ-phases. It is clear that the SAMs of BP2 prepared at 298, 333 K, and from hot solution (348 K) are accompanied by α-phase. The Φ-phase is an ordered phase and the three equivalent high-symmetry directions can be seen, but its structure could not be determined. In contrast to Φ-phase, the unit cell dimensions of ε-phase were easily determined from different STM images to fit nicely with the (4√3×2) structure. The area per molecule was calculated to be 28.9 Å 2 . In this phase, the molecules are estimated to tilt away from the surface normal by 43.1°.
The growth of SAMs made from CH 3 -(C 6 H 4 ) 2 -SH (BPT) has previously been studied using STM (30) . For samples prepared after short immersion times (3 min to 3 h), striped structures are observed, where the molecules are orientated with their axes parallel to the surface. Such molecular structures have not been observed for BP2-SAMs. Even after short immersion times, the BP2 molecules stand up with biphenyl axes almost perpendicular to the surface. The absence of the striped phases in BP2-SAMs is attributed to the free joint groups (-CH 2 units) that exist in the molecular structure of BP2.
The main structures observed in this and in the previous studies on BP2 SAMs are summarized in Table 1 . In a recent study [45] , BP2 films grown from solution at RT and annealed at 337 K for 2 h were investigated. Two structures have been reported: the quadratic (4×6√3) and the centered (4×6√3) structures.
